M lent T-cell lymphoma first described by Alibert' in the early 1800s. It primarily involves the skin at early stages of the disease, with plaques being the typical feature. After a variable period of time, it may progress with development of cutaneous tumors and spread to visceral sites and lymph nodes (LNs).* SBzary syndrome (SS) is an erythrodermic variant of NIF (MF) associated with the presence of circulating tumor cells in the peripheral blood.
Although MF/SS are often called cutaneous T-cell lymphomas (CTCLs) they should be differentiated from other non-Hodgkin's lymphomas that involve the skin such as peripheral T-cell lymphomas and adult T-cell leukemid lymphomas. The diagnosis of MF rests on the clinical presentation as well as the histopathologic findings of an epidermotropic lymphoma with light microscopy showing a dermal infiltrate of lymphocytes with hyperconvoluted cerebriform nuclei and Pautrier's microabscesses. The malignant cells usually have a mature CD4' T-helper cell phenotype. Because of the heterogeneity of both clinical and pathologic patterns, the diagnosis of MF is often difficult to make.
EPIDEMIOLOGY
MF and S S are the most frequent primary lymphomas involving the skin.' Over the last few years there appears to be an increasing incidence of this disease in the United States, with about 0.2 cases per 100,000 population in 1973 to 0.4 cases per 100,000 population in 1984. 3 Therefore, there are about 1,000 new cases per year. Whether this represents a true increase in incidence or is attributable to a better awareness and hence more frequent recognition of this disease is not resolved.
Typically MF/SS is a disease of middle-aged adults, with the average age being about 50 years4 However, there have been rare reports of children and adolescents who are aff e~t e d ,~ and it is not uncommon for the disease to be diagnosed in adults younger than 50 years of age. There is a 2: 1 ratio of black people to white people and a 2.2:l ratio of men to women with this di~order.~
ETIOLOGY AND PATHOGENESIS
The etiology of CTCL is unknown. Various theories implicate infectious agents, oncogenes, cytokines, or occupational or environmental exposures (Tables 1 through 3).6-98 Clusters of cases within families have been reported.6L In general, however, MF is considered to be a sporadic disease without any real evidence of transmissibility. A synthesis of the available literature suggests that a pathogenic role for a variant or defective retrovirus is supported by the most convincing experimental observations, though the interpretation of some of these observations is still a matter of debate.
Viruses
Several viruses have been implicated in the pathogenesis of CTCL ( Table 1) . Perhaps the strongest data exist for human T-cell lymphotropic virus-I/II (HTLV-I/II)7~9~"'L6.'8-20.62 (Table 1) . Many investigators suggest that CTCL may have a viral etiology on the basis of certain similarities to adult T-cell leukemia, which is strongly associated with HTLV-1 infections. 18 In fact, HTLV-I was originally isolated from a patient thought to have CTCL6' but who was later diagnosed as actually having adult T-cell lymphomafleukemia.
Zucker-Franklin and Pancake7 recently reviewed the evidence for HTLV-I involvement in CTCL. Their most cogent arguments for such involvement include the following: (1) cultured MF/SS cells become immortalized and show virus particles indistinguishable from HTLV-I on elecron microscopyI7; and (2) polymerase chain reaction analysis (combined with Southern blotting) frequently demonstrates the presence of HTLV pol and/or tax sequences in MF/SS derived peripheral blood mononuclear cell lysate extracts.I6 Even so, immunohistochemical studies of cultured MF/SS cells with morphologically evident HTLV particles do not consistently identify the particles as HTLV,6-7.13.16,18-20 and some investigators have failed to detect HTLV-I sequences in DNA derived from bloodI3 or skin" of MF/SS patients. It is possible that these discrepant findings are due to variations in experimental methodology. Finally, the vast majority of patients fail to produce antibodies to HTLV I/I17-15.'8 (although some of these patients may be seropositive for HTLV tax [the putative HTLV transforming geneI6]). Of interest in this regard is that Hall et all8 detected the integration of HTLV-I provirus with major deletions in gag, pol, and env genes in seronegative MF patients. Their study suggests the possibility that patients with CTCL could harbor a defective or variant HTLV-I-like provirus. Moreover, it could be anticipated that although integration and presumably alteration of normal cell function occurs, the deletion may subsequently limit or prevent active replication. Thus, no antibody response or perhaps only a limited antibody response occurs. " The human herpesviruses have also generated some interest in connection with MF.63*64 Herpes simplex virus (HSV) primarily targets epithelial and neural cells rather than lymphocytes. However, given the immunologic relationship between T lymphocytes and the epidermis and the fact that MF often appears to be initiated as a cutaneous process, a potential role of HSV in the development of progression of this malignancy seems plausible. The presence of both HSVspecific antigens and DNA in lesions of CTCL has been 13 r e p~r t e d .~~.~' However, no direct association between chronic infection with HSV and the development of malignant lymphoma has been shown. Anecdotal cases of other viruses have also been studied in MF/SS. Brice et aIz6 detected human herpesvirus-6 (HHV-6) in one patient with CTCL from a total of 30 patients in their study group and in one patient with lymphomatoid papulosis. Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) DNA has also been isolated from T-cell lymphoma^.""^ Lee et alZ7 demonstrated anti-EBV antibodies in all of a series of 21 patients with CTCL compared with 12 of 20 healthy controls, and some investigators have noted the consistent emergence of EBV in cultured MF/SS lymphocytes (although this may be attributable to the ability of HTLV to reactivate latent EBV6'). Finally, Nahass et alZ2 reported a patient with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) and CTCL who was shown by polymerase chain reaction to be without concomitant HTLV-I infection. Zucker-Franklin et a f 9 described two homosexual human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-infected men with M F who harbored tax and pol HTLV-I proviral sequences in their blood and skin. Crane et alZ3 also described four patients with AIDS or HIV infection who developed a CTCL. However, thus far lymphoblast c u l t~r e s~~-~* and Southem Blot hybridi~ation~~ from patients who had both AIDS and lymphoid malignacy have failed to show genomic intergration of HIV-1 .70 "
Chromosomal Abnormalities
The few cytogenetics studies of patients with MFISS which have been reported indicate that the predominant feature, especially in SS, is the multiplicity of chromosomal abnormalities ( Table 2 ). The most common numeric change is loss of chromosome This abnormality is detected in 32% of SS cases. The most frequent structural aberrations in SS involve chromosomes 1 (43% of cases), 2 (43% of cases), 6 (38%), 9 (20%), 1 1 (25%), 13 (21%), 14 (27%), and 17 (34%). 28 The breakpoints tend to agreggate at Ipl 1, lp36,2pll-24,6q,9q, l l q , 13qll-14, 14ql1, 14q32,andthe pericentricregion of 17.**Apatient witha t(14; 14)(q12;q13) translocation has also been described.74
Oncogenes
The data on oncogene involvement in CTCL remain sparse and less than compelling (Table 2 ). P53, a tumor suppressor gene, has been found to be overexpressed (a finding suggestive of the presence of the mutant form) in some cases of high-grade CTCL, but rarely in low-grade CTCL.'"" LYT-IO, a member of the NF-KB family of transcriptional activators, and originally cloned by virtue of its involvement in a lymphoid malignacy-associated translocation," is rearranged in a small proportion (2 of 29) of CTCL cases.32 In addition, structural defects of the long arm of chromosome 10 (1Oq24), the site of residence of LYT-10, have been described.2x Finally, BCL-2, a gene which slows programmed cell death (apoptosis) and whose rearrangement is the hallmark of follicular lymphomas," was expressed in 22 of 26 cases of MF, although expression was also seen in inflammatory disorders.'3 Because suppression of apoptosis by aberrant expression of BCL-2 or one of several other cell death genes is an important pathogenic mechanism in lymphoma^,'^ further study of the molecular genetic regulation of apoptosis in MF/SS is w xranted.
Environmental Toxins
Several investigators have hypothesized that atypical T cells in the skin of patients with CTCL proliferate in response to external stimuli provided by the local environment (including industrial or environment exposure to contact allerg e n~) .~~ Case series studies and ecological comparisons'"-'' have implicated a wide variety of agents including metals and their salts (chromium, mercury), halogenated hydrocarbons and aromatic hydrocarbons, plastics, and contact allergens (plants, cosmetics, hair dyes, insect bites). However, a large case control study by Whittemore et a14' did not support the relationship between occupational or chemical exposures and CTCL risk, nor was there evidence of altered delayed cutaneous hypersensitivity or increase in atopy for patients with MF compared to control subjects!'
This lack of relationship was also found in a study of 53 case-control pairs in Scotland.''
Bacterial Superanfigens
Investigators have shown54 that SCzary cells respond in vitro to superantigenic exotoxins and that colonization by Staphylococcus aureus may influence disease activity (Table   For personal 2). In addition, treatment with antibacterial agents can attenuate erythr~derma.~~
Cytokines and Growth Factors
Cytokines are a group of regulatory molecules that function as important mediators of cell communication, proliferation, and differentiation under normal and pathologic conditions. Several investigators have implicated a possible role of some of these molecules in CTCL ( Table 3) .
IL-1 consists of two biochemically different peptides, IL-la and IL-lp." IL-1 has potent biologic effects within the cutaneous microen~ironment.'~ Human skin and cultured keratinocytes produce both E-la and IL-lp." IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1RA) is a naturally occurring IL-1 inhibitor and is secreted by stimulated monocytes." The ratio
Interleukin-I ( I L I ) .
of IL-IRA to E-la produced by keratinocytes may influence the relative inflammatory potentid of IL-I in the intact skin."
It has been hypothesized that IL-1 may be involved in the compartmentalization of the lymphocytes to the skin by stimulating production of other cytokines such as IL-883 or inducing adhesion molecules.@ Hansen et al,'5 using supematants obtained from epidermal cell cultures, found a significant but small increase of IL-la protein release from involved CTCL epidermis compared to normal epidermis. Most of the IL-la release was derived from the keratinocytes. In a different study, Tron et a136 found increased IL-10 immunoreactivity using direct immunohistochemistry staining.
Soluble IL-2 receptors (sIL-2R). IL-2 is a glycoprotein synthesized and secreted by activated T lymphocytes. It promotes the proliferation of activated T cells by binding to IL-2 receptor^.'^ sIL-2R functions as a physiologic inhibitor of For personal use only. on November 11, 2017 . by guest www.bloodjournal.org From IL-2.*6 Several report^^^.^" have demonstrated elevated sIL-2R levels in patients with CTCL. For instance, Bernengo et a1: ' after a 3-year follow-up of 17 patients with SS showed that increased sIL-2R serum levels correlated with clinical course and prognosis. Patients who had achieved a complete response after treatment were found to have almost a complete normalization of sIL-2R levels. Zachariae et aI4* showed that sIL-2R levels of more than 1,000 U/mL correlate with clinical disease activity in patients with CTCL and confer a poor prognosis. Finally, Szeimies et aI4' reported a correlation between sIL-2R serum levels and stage of the disease, although this observation was not confirmed by Dummer et a].'' IL-4 has shown a broad spectrum of activities on both B and T lymphocytes. Recent studies8' examining the cell growth characteristics from patients with CTCL indicate that IL-4 may be a significant cofactor for inducing proliferation. Increased IL-4 receptors have been reported on peripheral blood monocytes of patients with SS. 44 In addition, serum IL-4 levels were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) in 21 patients with SS; 33% had IL-4 levels significantly higher than those in control subjects." IL-6. IL-6 enhances the production of acute-phase reactants and is required for T-cell proliferation.'" Camp et a145 showed increased levels of IL-6-like material in lesional samples from patients with CTCL. Their in vitro studies" have shown that IL-6 induces human lymphocyte migration and affects both CD4+ and CD8' T-cell populations. In another study by Lawlor et al'* in patients with MF, lesional IL-6 protein levels were also elevated.
IL-7.
IL-7 is a stromal cell-derived factor that affects early lymphopoie~is.~' IL-7 has shown to be mitogenic for resting thymocytes and stimulates proliferation of CD4-CD8', CD4+CD8-, CD4-CD8-cells. ' SS cells exhibits a decreased response to the growth inhibitory effects of TGF-P accompanied by decreased expression of cell surface IL-4.
IL-8.

Transforming growth factor-p (TGF-p).
TGF-P receptor 1134 (Table 3) . However, at the intracellular level pools of TGF-P receptor I1 are comparable to those in normal CD4' cells, indicating the presence of defective trafficking of this inhibitory cytokine receptor.34
Major Histocompatibility Antigens (MHC) and Adhesion Molecules
Earlier s t~d i e ?~ that included small number of patients have suggested an increased occurrence of certain HLA antigens (Aw19, B8, Cw) in M F patients (Table 3) antigen-presenting cells from normal epidermis."* Furthermore, the level of class I1 major histocompatibility antigens is known to vary on these cells and may reflect their ability to activate T cells. Therefore, it is of interest that Hanseny8 showed that all three classes of MHC I1 molecules (HLA-DR. -DQ, -DP) are upregulated on CD1' antigen-presenting cells in involved epidermis of patients with MF compared with those derived from normal epidermis. In contrast, the malignant T cells have different activation requirements because they can only be stimulated through antigen-independent pathways.'x It has been suggested that the interaction between nonmalignant and malignant T cells may be important in the balance between remission and progression in MF.
The MHC I1 proteins, along with intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-I), attract lymphocytes and, like the MHC I1 proteins, ICAM-I can be shown in lesional but not in nonlesional keratinocytes in CTCL." In addition, there is greater expression of ICAM-1 on keratinocytes in the plaque stage than in the leukemic phase, suggesting that loss of epidermotropism could be caused by less adhesive attraction between malignant cells and keratinocytes.'"
NATURAL HISTORY
Patients with MF/SS may have an extremely long natural history of disease. The condition may be confined to the skin for many years and is often preceded by indolent or For personal use only. on November 11, 2017 . by guest www.bloodjournal.org From premalignant phases which are difficult to distinguish reliably from benign cutaneous lymphoid infiltrates by routine histological criteria. 99 The median duration from the onset of skin symptoms to the diagnosis of MF/SS is nearly 6 years.lm Patients with premycotic lesions should have regular follow-up with biopsy repeated as new lesions appear or the pattern of disease changes.
Characteristically MF evolves through several clinical stages. The earliest phase is the patch phase characterized by the presence of slightly scaling, erythematous, flat patches; as patches become more infiltrated they evolve into palpable plaques. Plaques are usually erythematous, slightly scaling, and have well-marginated borders (Fig 1) . In some individuals there is a prominent involvement of the palms and/or soles with hyperkeratosis and fissuring of the skin. Patches and plaques usually have an asymmetrical distribution, particularly around the hips, buttock, lower trunk, groin, axillae, and breasts. The lesions tend to be broad (> 1 cm in diameter and often >5 cm) and are frequently pruritic.'".l0' If left untreated, infiltrated plaques may evolve into ulcerated exophytic tumors (Fig 2) . Generalized dermal thickening can also develop, and when present in the facial area may result in a leonine facies.
Tumors are the initial presentation in approximately 10% of patients (d'emblCe presentation)."* Although some patients with premycotic or patch phase of skin involvement never show evidence of progression to other types of skin lesions during their lifetime, many eventually will progress to more advanced stages of the disease. It is also very common for patients to have patch and/or plaque/and/or tumor stage disease present simultaneously at different areas at their skin. The rapidity of progression from patches to plaques to tumors is variable and unpredictable.
SCzary syndrome is characterized by a pruritic exfoliation or infiltrated erythroderma accompanied by circulating SCzary cells (Fig 3).103,104 The number of circulating atypical cells necessary to define the syndrome and the best method to identify SCzary cells are not well delineated. Erythroderma may be the only manifestation of skin involvement or else there may be superimposed plaque or tumors. Also sometimes noted is generalized lymphadenopathy and/or splenomegaly. Circulating SCzary cells are present in approximately 25% of patients with cutaneous tumors, 10% of patients with generalized plaques, and the majority of patients with erythroderma.Io5 Despite circulating SCzary cells, the bone marrow is often negative for disease.
Extracutaneous visceral involvement is more evident clinically as the stage or extent of CTCL increases.'" The major route of extracutaneous spread is to regional lymphatics and the viscera.'"'' The peripheral LNs are the most frequent site of extracutaneous involvement by CTCL (40% to 70% depending on the ~e r i e s ) .~~' "~ Most often, node involvement can be detected as peripheral lymphadenopathy. Occult splenic and liver infiltration has been reported (34% and 16%, respectively).'" Pulmonary involvement in CTCL is usually asymptomatic; it may present as mediastinal or hilar adenopathy, parenchymal nodules, or pleural effusion."' Because marrow infiltration is often subtle, bone marrow can appear to be uninvolved even in the presence of significant numbers of circulating SCzary On autopsy, the most common sites of visceral involvement are spleen, lung, and liver (about 50% each)?''' Infection is very common and remains the major cause of death in patients with MF/SS. The most frequently isolated organisms are Staphylococcus aureus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. 100, 101, 113 In addition, in our experience, staphylococcal septicemia is especially common in these patients in the presence of indwelling central lines (R.K., unpublished data).
HISTOPATHOLOGY
Histopathologic features of the skin are similar in both MF and SS and have been defined by the International Lymphoma Study Group.'I4 MF/SS is characterized by marked epidermotropism of cytologically atypical T lymphocytes, with convoluted cerebriform nuclear contours.' I4 These cells collect in clusters known as Pautrier's microabscesses in the epidermis and in bandlike infiltrates of the upper dermis (Fig 4) , circulate in the blood, and involve the paracortex of LNs. The infiltrate is accompanied by interdigitating and Langerhans' ~e1ls.I'~ Infiltration of the visceral organs with malignant lymphocytes can frequently be seen several years after the initial skin penetration.'I5
A wide histologic spectrum can be found in MF/SS. In a recent study, Shapiro and Pinto1I6 reviewed 222 biopsy specimens of MF/SS and concluded that CTCL produces almost all the patterns for diagnosing inflammatory disease, at times making the distinction between MF and inflammatory disorders difficult. The most common pattern in plaque stage disease was the superficial perivascular, which is also the most common pattern seen in inflammatory skin disease. The second most common pattern was superficial and deep perivascular. Various viewpoints"',"' have been advanced regarding the utility of lymphocytic atypia in the diagnosis of early stage disease. Shapiro and Pinto1I6 noted atypical lymphocytes in about half of cases whereas Nick~loff"~ noted atypia in 100% of cases. For personal use only. on November 11, 2017 . by guest www.bloodjournal.org From Later tumor lesions are clinically nodular because there is a dense infiltrate of tumor cells within both the upper and lower dermis, which may extend into the subcutis. In these lesions the epidermis may be unaffected by tumor cells; these cells appear to have lost their epidermotropism.
The malignant cell in MF is of T-cell lineage. In most instances, the cells express the pan-T markers CD2, CD3, and CD5.120.'21 The early T-cell marker CD7 may be deleted,'" but is positive in about one third of patient^."^ The vast majority of cases of MF/SS are CD45+RO+CD4' (memory helper T cell). These cells also express the skin homing protein termed cutaneous lymphoid antigen (CLP)." Occasional rare reports of CD8+ (suppressor T cell) MF have been described.
The latter may be more aggressive than the CD4 type.'23 CD25 (IL-2 receptors), although negative in at least half the cases, may also be e~pressed.~' Based on the cytokines expressed, it has been suggestedg9 that MF exhibits a Thl-type profile and S S exhibits a Th2-type profile. The molecular biologic demonstration of dominant Tcell clonality (with Southern blot analysis and T-cell receptor$ [TCR-PI or TCR-y gene rearrangement) has been used to establish or confirm a diagnosis of CTCL. However, in early lesions of MF (patch stage), where the number of infiltrating T cells is Southem blotting fails to consistently detect clonal T-cell populations. 1'8.129 In these cases, polymerase chain reaction amplification of TCR gene rearrangement has been required to detect the dominant Tcell ~lone.'~' Therefore, the detection sensitivity of Southern blotting of DNA derived from skin biopsy specimens of early lesions is too low and may fail as a diagnostic test in early lesions, when the clinical and histologic diagnosis is most difficult. It is also important to emphasize that the demonstration of a monoclonal T-cell population, per se, cannot be equated with the diagnosis of CTCL. For instance, a monoclonal population may be the result of local expansion of stimulated cells (especially in the cases where low-intensity bands are detected) or may reflect one of the MF-like syndromes described below. 13' Therefore, clinicopathologic correlation is essentiaI.I3'
PRECURSOR LESIONS AND RELATED LYMPHOMAS
It is very important to distinguish malignant lymphoproliferative disease from atypical lymphoid proliferations or abnormal immune responses that closely mimic malignant lymphomas, Table ~~~~,~l 4 . l~8 , l 3 3 -l 8 8 describes a number of conditions, some of which overlap one another, that can either precede or occur concurrently with MF, or can simulate MF. Broadly, these conditions can be subclassified into those that are almost always benign (actinic reticuloid, Jessner's infiltrate, and cutaneous pseudo-T-cell lymphoma), those that may progress to malignancy in a significant proportion of patients (large plaque parapsoriasis, lymphomatoid papulosis, alopecia mucinosa, and poikiloderma atrophicans vasculare), and those that are malignant (granulomatous slack skin syndrome, primary cutaneous CD30+ (Ki-1 +) large cell lymphomas, and peripheral T-cell lymphomas). In addition, B-cell lymphomas and myeloid leukemias can also involve the skin. However, cutaneous B-cell lymphomas will show Ig light-chain restriction or rearrangement and will express pan-B antigens such as CD19, CD20, andor CD22, whereas myeloid leukemias infiltrating the skin can be distinguished by their morphology and myeloperoxidase positivity.
Actinic Reticuloid
Actinic reticuloid is a term used to describe those cases of severe, chronic, photosensitivity dermatitis that may eventually evolve to erythroderma. They have some clinical and histopathologic resemblance to MF/SS,I6' although they are benign. A lymphoid infiltrate of mixed composition is seen.'60 There is often a predominance of CD8+ cells,'60-'62 although predomonant T-helper cell infiltrates have also been described.16' The etiology of the photosensitivity may be a persistent T-cell immune response.'60
Jessner 's Injiltrate
Clinically most lesions are papular, nodular, or plaquelike, often solitary, and may resemble tumor-stage MF ( Fig  5) . They usually occur on the face or upper trunk. Pathologically, the cardinal feature of Jessner's infiltrate is fairly wellcircumscribed patches of lymphocytic (T-lineage) infiltrate around defined blood vessels with sparing of the epidermis (Fig 6) .'65 TCR-P rearrangement may or may not O C C U~. '~~, '~~ There are anectodal reports of transformation to malignant lymphoma.'65
Cutaneous Pseudo T-cell Lymphomas
Cutaneous pseudolymphomas are benign lymphocytic infiltrates that mimic B-cell or less commonly T-cell lymphomas clinically or histologically. Rijlaarsdam et all6' studied the features of this disorder in 20 patients with entities other than lymphomatoid papulosis and actinic reticuloid. Half of the patients had solitary lesions (papules, nodules, or plaques) whereas the other half had more widespread disease. In six patients the pseudolymphoma was associated with the use of anticonvulsant drugs. In all 20 patients, the skin lesions cleared within 6 months, either spontaneously, with local steroid treatment or after stopping the anticonvulsant drug use. Lymphoma did not develop in any patient after a median follow-up of 48 months. Histologically two patterns were seen: (1) a subepidermal bandlike infiltrate of cerebriform lymphocytes without epidermotropism or Pautrier's microabcessess; and (2) a nodular or diffuse, mixed cell dermal infiltrate with a strong histiocytic component. The cells were usually CD2', CD3+, CD4+, and CDY. It has been reported"'6 that TCR rearrangement can be present, indicating clonality. Therefore, differentiation between pseudolymphomas and lymphomas requires attention to both clinical and pathologic characteristics. Clinical characteristics suggesting pseudolymphoma include solitary lesions and spontaneous regression. CD30' anaplastic lymphomas can also undergo spontaneous regression. However, pseudolymphomas are CD30-.I6*
Large-plaque Parapsoriasis
Patients with large-plaque parapsoriasis exhibit slightly scaly, erythematous, atrophic patches with or without poikiFor personal use only. on November 11, 2017 . by guest www.bloodjournal.org From t MYCOSIS FUNGOIDES AND SEZARY SYNDROME 
Lymphomatoid Papulosis
Lymphomatoid papulosis is a disease originally described by Macaulay in 196814 as a "continuous, self-healing eruption," which is clinically benign and histologically malignant. This disease is characterized by erythematous papules or nodules that progress to form vesicular crusted or hemorrhagic lesions and then undergo spontaneous healing with scarring (Fig 8) . 145 Lesions tend to appear in groups and individual lesions resolve in 3 to 4 weeks. The proliferation is histologically malignant and may possess any or all of the For personal use only. on November 11, 2017 . by guest www.bloodjournal.org From features of T-cell malignancy. At the pathologic level two types of lymphomatoid papulosis have been de~cribed.'~~ Type A is the large cell type in which component cells are CD30+ (Ki-lC) (Fig 9) and may resemble Reed-Sternberg cells. The pathology cannot be easily differentiated from that of anaplastic large cell lymphoma. Type B is the small-cell type remniscent of MF. The lesions are usually positive for TCR-P rearrangement. 147~'48 Lymphomatoid papulosis cannot be definitely diagnosed by pathologists without pertinent clinical information. In particular, the patient should be observed for spontaneous regression of the skin lesions becauses this is one of the features of the disease. In most s e r i e~'~~. '~~ about 10% to 25% of patients develop frank lymphoma. However, Cabanillas et al'" reported that the cumulative risk increases with time and approachs 80% at 15 years. The lymphomas that develop include CTCL, Hodgkin's disease, anaplastic large cell lymphoma, and T-cell immunoblastic lymphoma.
Alopecia Mucinosa
PinkusI5' is credited with reporting the original description of patients with alopecia mucinosa (also known as follicular mucinosis). At early stages, lesions are centered on follicles and hair loss may be an early sign (Fig 10) . Evolution to indurated papules and plaques eventually occurs. This inflammatory disorder is characterized by the accumulation of acid mucopolysaccharides in sebaceous glands and root sheaths of hair follicles in conjunction with a periappendageal T-cell infiltrate (Fig 1 TCR-P rearrangement consistent with a clonal T-cell population can be seen.154 At least 15% of patients with alopecia mucinosa, especially those with disseminated disease, also have CTCL.'55-'57 In other patients with alopecia mucinosa, clinically and histologic identical lesions will develop but the course will be benign. There is also an adolescenVpediatric form which is more benign. 15* Thus far clinical and histologic features have failed to distinguish patients with primary alopecia mucinosa from those with alopecia mucinosa and CTCL. In some cases the presence of follicular lesions may not be associated with mucinosis but might result from involvement of hair follicles by lymphoma cells. This condition is called follicular mycosis f~ng0ides.I~~
Poikiloderma Atrophicans Vasculare
Poikiloderma atrophicans vasculare is characterized by reticulate hypopigmentation and hyperpigmentation, telangectasia, and skin atrophy. The eruption may resolve on exposure to sunlight during summer but recur in winter. Basal layer vacuolization, increased numbers of lymphocytes in the thinned epidermis, a lichenoid infiltrate and dilated blood vessels in the papillary dermis (on routine microscopy), and deposits of immunoreactants at the basement membrane (using immunofluorescent microscopy) are seen in the skin biopsy specimen.'63 Cutaneous lupus erythematous is the most important differential diagnosis. Progression to CTCL is associated with induration of the skin and development of papules and plaques.I6' Samman" showed that 9% of patients with poikiloderma died of lymphoma during the period of observation.
Pagetoid Reticulosis
Two different forms of pagetoid reticulosis have been recognized. The benign localized type first described by Woringer and Kolopp in 1939'36 presents with a slowly developing, solitary, cutaneous hyperkeratotic plaque; the disseminated type, reported by Ketron and Goodman in 193 1 displays erythematous psoriasiform patches, nodules, and ulcerated skin tumors, and usually has a worse prognosis.'38 Pathologically, the cardinal feature of pagetoid reticulosis is infiltration of the epidermis by large atypical mononuclear cells. This disease has been shown to have a proliferation of monoclonal T cells.139 Some consider the Woringer and Kolopp variant to be an indolent, localized, hyperkeratotic variant of MF.I4' After treatment, Burns et all4' observed disease-free periods of 18 months to 17 years. However, in contrast with MF and other CTCLs, the neoplastic T-cell infiltrate express a CD3', CD4-, CD8-or a suppressor cytotoxic CD3+, CD4-,CD8+ phenotype in about 50% of the reported cases.I4* Often its differentiation from MF is based on clinical grounds.'""
Granulomatous Slack Skin
Granulomatous slack skin is a rare syndrome in which patients develop redundant skin folds accompanied by fibrotic bands in areas such as the axilla and groin. This disorder has been shown to be a monoclonal T-cell lymphoproliferative disease of CD4+ cells. Histology shows malignant cells palisading around zones of necrobiotic degenerated connective tissue. TCR-P rearrangement is seen,I4' indicating clonality. Characteristic multinucleated giant cells may help to distinguish granulomatous slack skin from tumor lesions of MF.'43
Peripheral T-cell Lymphoma T-cell lymphomas remain difficult to subclassify. ' I4 However, their origin can be grouped into those expressing thymic antigens (such as lymphoblastic lymphomas) or postthymic antigens. Nonepidermotropic, postthymic T-cell lymphomas represent the diverse group of peripheral T-cell lymphomas.'87 These can be further subclassified as low to high grade, "' and often behave aggressively. The International Lymphoma Study Group"4 has recently tackled their subclassification and suggested that four subtypes, ie, angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma, angiocentric lymphoma, intestinal T-cell lymphoma, and adult (HTLV-1' ) T-cell leukemidlymphoma, can be reliably recognized as distinct entities. The majority of cases of peripheral T-cell lymphomas in Japan and the Caribbean are HTLV-l+. However, in the United States and Europe few cases (0% to 10%) have HTLV-1 infe~tion."~ Adult T-cell 1eukemiaAymphoma is believed to be caused by HTLV-I retroviral i n f e c t i~n .~. '~~-' *~ It generally affects individuals 30 to 60 years old, and often has an acute and aggressive course. Lymphadenopathy, hepatosplenomegaly, fever, leukocytosis due to increased T cells, hypercalcemia, lytic bone lesions, pulmonary infiltrates, and opportunistic infections are About 50% of cases present with rapidly developing skin lesions that resemble MF/SS (Table 5 ). This system takes into account the percent body surface involved, type of skin manifestations (patchedplaques or tumors of erythroderma), and the presence of absence of LN or visceral organ involvement. The involvement of the peripheral blood does not influence the stage in this classification. The extent and type of skin involvement and the number and sites of palpable LNs correlate reasonably well with the prognosis (Table 5 ).
193-203
Depending on the series, about 20% to 50% of patients present with limited plaque (Tl) disease, 25% to 35% with generalized plaque (T2), 15% to 25% with tumor involvement (T3). and about 10% to 20% with erythroderma (T4). 100.I97. 201 Extracutaneous disease has generally been considered a manifestation of advanced CTCL. However, in autopsy series, the majority of patients (including many without clinical evidence of visceral involvement) are found to have extracutaneous di~ease.~."~ Initial work-up of all patients should include history and physical, documentation of all skin lesions, complete blood counts with SCzary count, serum chemistries, and skin biopsy. A LN biopsy should be performed if nodes are enlarged. Computerized tomographic tests, bone marrow aspirates and/or biopsies, and invasive tests add little in the early stages of the disease, but can be useful for baseline assessment in patients with more advanced skin or blood Lymphangiograms are rarely warranted regardless of the stage.
have proposed a modification of the TNM staging system based on histopathologic evaluation of skin, LNs, blood, and visceral sites. They were able to indentify three distinct prognostic groups of patients. Good-risk patients were those with plaque skin disease, negative peripheral blood smear, and no evidence of visceral disease or nodal disease; this subgroup had a median survival of more than 12 years. Poor-risk patients were those with positive visceral disease or effaced LNs, and their median survival was 2.5 years. The intermediate-risk group included all the remaining patients; this subgroup had a median survival of 5 years. Multivariate analysis indicated that visceral involvement and advanced skin disease (T3 and T4) were the most important independent prognostic factors.2" LN histopathologic class has also been suggested as a significant determinant of survival. Fuks et a1204 showed that patients with palpable adenopathy had an inferior prognosis compared with those who did not, even if their LN biopsy samples showed only dermatopathic lymphadenopathy. Several studies have evaluated the potential predictive value of
Sausville et
For personal use only. on November 11, 2017. by guest www.bloodjournal.org From Tables 6 and 7 .1093207-296 Treatment regimens in early MF/SS are generally directed toward skin lesions, ie, psoralen and ultraviolet A (PUVA), topical chemotherapy (nitrogen mustard), and electron beam irradiation. Each topical approach has various advantages and disadvantages (as discussed below), but they generally produce similar response rates, and there are no randomized trials demonstrating superiority for one regimen over another. There have also been many trials with systemic treatment such as single agent or combined chemotherapy in MF/SS. However, in a randomized study aggressive therapy has not shown a survival advantage over conservative topical management as initial therapy for MF/ SS.z38 Photophoresis, retinoids, interferons (IFNs), ILs, and monoclonal antibodies have also been used with variable success rates (Tables 6 and 7) .
Topical Chemotherapy
Topical mechlorethamine hydrochloride-nitrogen mustard (HN2) has been used for more than 30 years.'" It involves daily applications to all skin surfaces (except eyelids, lips, and rectal and vaginal orifices) for about 6 to 12 months to achieve a complete response (CR). In several studies involving large numbers of the CR rate after treatment with nitrogen mustard ranged from 30% to 60%. This range reflects the initial extent of skin involvement. Patients with the limited plaque phase of skin involvement had CR rates of 50% to 60% and those with more advanced disease, especially stage IV, rarely achieve CRs. The curative potential of topical nitrogen mustard treatment also appears to be greater among patients who present with the limited plaque phase of skin involvement. Duration and frequency of maintenance treatment differ among institutions. Hoppe et aiio9 continue treatment to 1 to 2 years after complete remission. Ramsay et alZLo continue treatment for 6 months after skin clearing and then tapered the treatment during the next 1.5 years. Vonderheid et aIzo9 recommended only 6 months of ongoing therapy.
Adverse reactions to nitrogen mustard include contact irritant dermatitis, dry skin, hyperpigmentation, and telangiectasias, as well as an increased risk of squamous cell and basal cell skin cancers. When applied in a water vehicle, hypersensitivity to topical nitrogen mustard occurs in up to 40% of patients and limits its use. Dilution can sometimes help desensitize the skin, and hypersensitivity is less common with the use of an ointment base.275 Despite impressive response rates and occasional long disease-free intervals, most patients treated with topical treatment relapse. For this reason systemic treatment alone or combined with topical treatment has been used.
PUVA
This regimen consists of the ingestion of psoralen in the form of 8-methoxypsoralen (a photosensitizing drug) followed by exposure to high-intensity, long-wave ultraviolet A (UVA) irradiation. Psoralen intercalates with DNA after UVA exposure and forms crosslinks between DNA strands, thus interfering with DNA synthesis. Therapy is usually administered three times per week for 3 to 6 months followed by tapering.
Numerous studies have confirmed the efficacy of PUVA for clearing early-stage CTCL, as well as the benefit of maintenance therapy in prolonging r e m i~s i o n .~'~-*~~ The Scandinavian MF/SS study group reported that in 51 patients with plaque-stage MF treated with aggressive doses of PUVA, a CR rate of 58% was achieved within 4 to 12 months. Patients remained in remission for 9 to 53 months on maintenance therapy.'" Another report from the same group of investigators evaluated the efficacy of PUVA in patients with tumors. Complete or partial clearing was noted in 14 of 17 patients."l In 82 patients with predominantly stage I disease, Herrmann et alZi3 reported a response rate of 95% with a CR rate of 65% (mean duration of CR = 43 months). Roenigk et alZz2 report long-term data on 82 patients with a mean follow-up of 45 months. Complete clearing with PUVA was seen in 88% of patients with limited plaque stage, and 52% with extensive plaque disease. No patients with tumor stage disease had complete clearing. A significant frequency of relapse was noted in all stages when PUVA was discontinued or changed to maintenance. Therefore, these investigators For personal use only. on November 11, 2017 . by guest www.bloodjournal.org From recommended aggressive maintenance PUVA in all patients even when they are clear.
Given the high relapse rate with PUVA alone, combination adjunctive therapy has also been used. Topical nitrogen mustard has been applied to clear areas of disease that are relatively shielded from PUVA.223 When Thomsen et a1276 used retinoids with PUVA, the CR rate was equal to PUVA alone. However, the addition of retinoids reduced the number of PUVA treatments required to achieve remission as well as the total UVA dose needed, and the duration of remission seemed more prolonged if maintenance with retinoids was given. investigator^^^^,^^^ have also combined PUVA with IFN-a. When 39 patients with all stages of MF were treated, a CR rate of 62% and partial response (PR) rate of 28% was achieved (total response rate = 90%). The median response duration was 28 months.
PUVA is well-tolerated. Side effects may include nausea, dry skin, and erythema due to phototoxicity. More serious concerns are an increased incidence of cutaneous carcinomas, especially squamous cell,277.278 and cataract formation. UV light blocking eyeglasses should be worn by all patients for 24 hours after administration of psoralen.
Photophoresis (Extracorporal Photochemotherapy)
Photophoresis combines oral administration of 8-methoxypsoralen with extracorporeal UVA irradiation of peripheral blood. This procedure is performed on 2 consecutive days at 4-week intervals with clinical evaluation at 6 months to determine response. Those who show clinical improvement are maintained on this treatment schedule until maximum clearing. Afterward an additional 6 months of treatment is given, and the patient is then gradually weaned off therPublished response rates have ranged from 54% to 75% with 15% to 25% of patients achieving complete response.224 229 However, some investigators believe that overall response rates may be significantly lower. 224 225 The mechanism of action of photopheres is not well understood. Malignant lymphocytes may be directly killed by this approach. In addition, it has been postulated that photopheresis may induce cytokine prod~ction."~ Alternatively, there is some evidence that when the modified photoirradiated cells are reintroduced to the patients, they stimulate an immune reaction against the malignant clone of T cells, which results in an improved ability of the host immune system to respond to tumor ce11s.2253280-282
Total Skin Electron Beam Radiation (TSEB)
The cells of CTCL are radiosensitive. The ability to treat the entire skin easily was dependent on the development of electron beam therapy and the concept of TSEB therapy for management of extensive MF was first described by Trump et al. 283 In this modality, linear accelerator-generated electron beams are scattered by a penetrating plate, reducing the energy of the electrons. Electrons are therefore delivered to a limited depth (several millimeters to 1 cm) of the entire skin surface, thereby preventing systemic toxicity. The treatment generally involves a total dose of 3,000 to 3,600 centigray (cGy) given in an 8-to 10-week period.
The efficacy of TSEB has been shown in several studAn update of a large series including patients with limited and generalized plaques, tumors, and erythroderma showed complete response rates of 98%, 71%, 36%, and 64%, respectively.234 Although many patients eventually relapse, about 50% of individuals with limited plaques and 20% of individuals with generalized plaques have long-term (>3 years) remissions. 234 In patients with more advanced disease, electron beam can be helpful as palliation. Most patients receive only a single course of TSEB. However, Becker et a1236 have shown that a second course at reduced dose produced six CRs and nine PRs among 15 relapsed patients treated, with good tolerance.
To decrease the incidence of relapse, some centers recommend adjuvant topical treatment (nitrogen mustard or PUVA) after completion of TSEB.'07*234 Wilson et alZs4 recently suggested a survival benefit for advanced CTCL patients who are TSEB complete responders who receive adjuvant extracorporal photochemotherapy.
Toxicity of electron beam radiation includes scaling, dryness, erythema, telangectasia, eczema of the extremities, pigmentary changes, and sometimes irreversible hair or sweat gland loss. Careful radiation dosimetric techniques are required to adequately treat the skin without toxicity to normal tissues.
ies. 107.233-235
Single-Agent Chemotherapy Many active agents (>20% response rate), including alkylating agents, antimetabolites, antitumor antibodies, vinca alkaloids, topoisomerase-I1 inhibitors, and corticosteroids, exist in MF. In an extensive summary of the literature, BUM et alZz4 showed that among 528 patients reported in singleagent chemotherapy trials, the CR rate was 32%. Median duration of response ranged from 3 to 22 months. In general, however, patients are not cured by this
The most data reported with single agents was with methotrexate, which had comparative activity at high doses (with leukovorin rescue) and at lower doses. This drug may be effective even in advanced disease. A recent studyz9' with low-dose methotrexate (5 to 125 mg, once weekly, by the oral, subcutaneous, or intramuscular route) showed a 58% response rate (CRs = 41%; PRs = 17%) among 29 patients with erythrodennic disease. Their median time to treatment failure was 31 months and median survival was 8.4 years.
Combination Chemotherapy
Combination chemotherapy given alone or combination chemotherapy administered with TSEB or nitrogen mustard was evaluated in large series of patients and summarized in a recent review.'" The response rate in a total of 33 1 patients was 81 % and CR rate was 38%; duration of remission ranged from 5 to 41 months. Most of the 331 patients reported above had advanced disease. Hallahan et a1237 reported the results of 10 years of follow-up in 21 patients with tumorstage CTCL who were treated with TSEB followed by 6 months of combination chemotherapy. The CR rate was 52% with a median disease-free survival of 12 months. All patients had relapsed within 24 months. A randomized prospective clinical trial performed by Kaye et alzss evaluated aggressive treatment (TSEB combined with systemic chemotherapy) versus conservative manangement as initial treatment for CTCL. The chemotherapy consisted of cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, etoposide, and vincristine; the conservative topical regimen was nitrogen mustard or PUVA. The response rate was 90% compared with 65% and the CR rate was 38% compared with 18%. However, there was no statistically significant difference in survival.238 Recently we239 have reported the results of a combined modality program using IFN-a plus cis-retinoic acid for 4 months, followed by combination chemotherapy, followed by TSEB, in patients with stage 111 or IV disease. Maintenance therapy with IFN-a and topical nitrogen mustard was given. The chemotherapy consisted of cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, etoposide, and decadron alternating with adriamycin, bleomycin, and vinblastine. In stage I and I1 disease, the same combined modality approach was taken but without the chemotherapy. In the 28 patients with stage I-IV disease treated, the response rate was 82% (CR rate, 71%). The median failure-free survival was 8 months, with most relapses occurring in patients with stage I11 or IV disease. However, 2 of the 11 patients with stage I11 or IV disease remain diseasefree at 39+ and 46+ months.
Bone Marrow Transplant
Few patients with MFiSS have received transplants. Sterling et al"' treated an erythrodermic patient with total body irradiation and autologous bone marrow transplant, and For personal use only. on November 11, 2017. by guest www.bloodjournal.org From achived a short-lived response. Bigler et alm used very highdose combination chemotherapy with or without irradiation followed by autologous bone marrow transplant in 6 patients with advanced-stage MF. They reported that 5 of 6 patients achieved CRs. Although 3 of the responses lasted less than 3 months, 2 patients were still disease-free after 1 year.
To our knowledge, a series of MF/SS patients undergoing allogeneic bone marrow transplant has not been reported. However, this modality may be theoretically worthwhile because a graft-versus-leukemidlymphoma effect is known to accompany graft-versus-host disease. The latter occurs predominately in the skin, which is also the predominant site of involvement in MF.
Adenosine Analogues
Adenosine analogues include 2-deoxycoformycin (DCF), fluadarabine, and 2-chlorodeoxyadenosine (2CDA). Adenosine deaminase deficiency is toxic to T cells and CTCLs have a low-growth fraction that appears sensitive to 2CDA in These observations, as well as the profound CD4 suppression that occurs after administration of these agents, prompted investigation of the adenosine analogues in T-cell lymphomas.
a response rate of 47% using 2CDA as a single agent was reported. Kuzel et al,z46 in their study with 2CDA, reported a 28% response rate. In our studyz4' the response rate was only 13%, and prolonged cytopenias after repeated dosing appeared to limit the usefulness of this drug. All these studies included small numbers (8 to 15) of patients. Mercieca et a1242 conducted a study which included 145 patients with T-cell malignancies treated with DCF. The overall response rate was 32%; the best responses were noted in patients with SS (62%), with CRs in 3 of 16 SS patients. Cummings et a1243 reported a 50% remission rate with DCF in CTCL, but no information was given as to the exact disease subtype and whether SS cases were included. Another report also show high activity of DCF in MF when higher than standard doses were used.Z44 These results suggest that further investigation of DCF is warranted, especially in SS. In a study using fludarabine in 33 patients with MF the response rate was 19%; 1 patient had a CR and 5 patients had a PR. Duration of response was not reported in this DCF and fludarabine both have been used in combination with IFN-a with reported response rates of 41 % and 51%, respectively (CR rate = 5% and 8%).z57sz5*
In a pilot
Cyclosporine Cyclosporine inhibits proliferation of T cells. However, in reported studies, only 32% of the CTCL patients treated with cyclosporine had a PR; no CRs were seen. Toxicity was significant and included immunosuppression, infection, and renal i n s u f f i c i e n~y .~~~~~~~
IFNs
The mechanism of action of IFNs appears to be complex. IFN-a most likely acts upon the proliferation of keratinocytes and has an immunomodulatory effect, especially on macrophages and natural killer cells.z863287 The responses develop slowly, over weeks to months. They generally last less than a year. There is no optimal recommended dose for IFN-a but many investigator^'^^ suggest a low dose (3 million units administered three times per weekzz4) because a dosehesponse has not been shown.
Studies have evaluated combinations of IFN-a with adenosine analogues, retinoids, or PUVA. Some of these studies suggest that combination therapy may increase the response rates although, again, a randomized study has not been done.z24 (These studies are discussed in more detail in the sections on PUVA, adenosine analogues, and retinoids.)
Retinoids
Retinoids are vitamin A analogues, with a complex mechanism of action. They appear to act primarily on the differentiation and proliferation of epithelial cells, but also could have an immunoregulatory effect on the mononuclear infiltrate in the skin. 288 Several studies have been conducted to evaluate responses of patients with MF/SS treated with re ti no id^."^ Single-agent arotinoid-ethylester, 13 cis-retinoid acid, and etretinate were administered in 120 patients. The overall response rate was 58%, with a CR rate of 19%. The median duration of response ranged from 3 to 13 months. Retinoids are generally well tolerated. Common side effects include dry skin and mucous membranes, hypertriglyceridemia, and increased liver function tests. Because of the lack of overlapping side effects, retinoids have been combined with chemotherapy, radiation, and IFNa, albeit in nonrandomized trials. Response rates and duration appear similar to those of each of the above modalities alone.224.2R9.290
ILS
IL-2 is a lymphokine that promotes T-cell activation and proliferation. It has been used in cancer therapy and is presumed to act by stimulating the immune system with enhancement of both CD8+ and natural killer cytotoxic activities and by induction of lymphokine-activated killer cells. However, because CTCL is a T-cell disease, theoritically it should be detrimental to patients with MF/SS. Nevertheless, a partial response was obtained in a case of CTCL treated with intralesional injection of IL-2.29' Rybojad et alZ9* reported a case of complete clinical remission of resistant Some investigat01-s~~ have shown that IL-12 as well as FN-y and IL-2 production by peripheral blood mononuclear cells in S S is deficient, whereas IL-4 is increased. After exposure to IL-12, these cytokine abnormalities normalize, and natural killer cell activity is increased. However, to date IL-12 has not been reported in the clinical treatment of MF.
IL-2 Fusion Toxin
Expression of IL-2 receptors on the malignant cell in MF/ S S varies. Because about half of the patients express significant numbers of receptors,273 one strategy would be to target these receptors. Therefore, an IL-2 fusion toxin that binds to high-affinity IL-2 receptor has been investigated. The IL-2 fusion toxin is a genetically engineered molecule that is a hybrid of IL-2 and diphtheria t o~i n .~~~.~~~.~~~ Phase II trials274 with an IL-2 fusion toxin (DAB 4861L-2 containing 486 amino acids of the diphtheria toxin fused to IL-2) reported response rates of 21% (in 29 patients). Patients whose malignant cells lacked IL-2 receptors did not respond to treatment. Although some patients develop antibodies, this did not preclude a response.27i DAB 3891L-2 is a similar recombinant fusion toxin with greater binding affinity to the IL-2 receptor. A response rate of 45% with a CR rate of 9% (1 patient had a CR) was reported in 11 patients treated in phase 1-11 studi e~. '~~ In a recent multi-institution trial of DAB 3891L-2, 35 IL-2-expressing MF patients were treated. Thirteen had a response and the median response duration was 4. 7 months.272 Based on these studies, phase I11 trials have been initiated.
Monoclonal Antibodies
Monoclonal antidodies either alone259*260 or conjugated to radioisotopes26iB262 or which react with cell surface antigens of T cells (such as CD4 or CD5) have been used in a small number of patients with CTCL.259.260*264-266 Objective responses have been noted in only a few individuals and were s h o r t -l i~e d .~~~,~~ However, regression of skin and LNs and a reduction of the number of malignant circulating cells have been documented. Taken together, the s t~d i e s~~~-~~~ suggest that antibody which is radiolabeled or conjugated with a toxin may be preferable to naked antibody.
SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE
MF and S S represent a spectrum of low-grade cutaneous T-cell lymphomas characterized by infiltration of the skin by malignant mature T lymphocytes, almost always of the T-helper subset. In its early stages, however, both the clinical and histologic features of MF may be nonspecific, making the disease particularly difficult to diagnose. The issue is further complicated by the variety of "benign" cutaneous conditions that can mimic MF at both the clinical and microscopic level ( Table 4) .
MF typically evolves from the early patch/plaque stage to the eventual development of tumors, as well as nodal and visceral involvement. Alternatively, diffuse erythroderma, which is almost invariably accompanied by blood involvement, may develop and is known as Stzary syndrome. Interestingly, in patients with S S , the bone marrow exam generally shows significantly less involvement by lymphoma than the peripheral blood. Recent studies based on cytokine profiles have suggested that the Thl subset of T-helper cells is involved in MF whereas the Th2 subset has been implicated in SS,89 a finding that may explain the distinct evolution of the disease to tumor stage in some patients and to erythroderma in others (although it is not clear if the Thl cells in MF represent the malignant T cells or immunoregulatory reactive T cells). Large cell transformation may occur, especially in patients with tumor-stage disease, and is associated with a worse p r o g n o~i s . '~~-'~~ Although MF is considered an indolent lymphoma, survival is highly influenced by stage. Specific prognostic features for MF/SS are not as well defined as in other lymphomas.
As with may indolent lymphomas, a wide variety of therapies can produce responses in MF/SS, but are generally not curative. However, therapy of MF is unique among lymphomas because of the efficacy of skin-directed modalities. In the early stages of disease, topical nitrogen mustard, PUVA, or total skin electron beam is often used. Multiple singleagent and combination chemotherapies have been tried for all stages of MF and for S S , but perhaps the most data exist for methotrexate. Currently, it is not clear that combination therapy is superior to single agents (Table 7) . Furthermore, although aggressive initial management of MF with chemotherapy and radiation may produce a trend toward higher response rates than conservative, skin-directed management, a randomized trial has not shown a statistically significant difference:38 nor has a survival advantage been demonstrated. Bioimmunotherapy has also been used with some success ( Table 7) . IFN-a and retinoids produce responses in over half of patients. Surprisingly, IL-2 (a T-cell growth factor) has also been reported to have activity, although only a small number of patients have been treated.270 In addition, about half of MF/SS patients express significant levels of IL-2 receptors on their malignant cells. Therefore, a genetically engineered IL-2 molecule conjugated to a diphtheria toxin which would target these cells is in clinical trials. Combining certain modalities, ie, IFN-a together with PUVA, has been reported to have high (90%) response rates.256 Allogeneic bone marrow transplantation has generally not been performed, although theoretically this modality may be of interest especially because it is conceivable that a graft-versuslymphoma effect concentrated in the skin might be produced. Some therapies such as extracorporeal photopheresis or the adenosine deaminase inhibitor DCF may be more effective in patients with erythrodermic disease than in patients with Importantly, one of the most common causes of death is infection, especially due to staphylococcal organisms. Therefore, patients presenting with fever and/or chills should be aggressively cultured and treated with appropriate antibiotics.
The etiology of MF/SS remains unclear. Etiologic/pathogenic factors which have been implicated include viruses, various oncogenes, and cytokines, environmental toxins, tumors . [224] [225] [226] [227] [228] [229] [230] [231] [232] 242 For personal use only. on November 11, 2017 . by guest www.bloodjournal.org From bacterial (staphylococcal) superantigens, and altered expression of adhesion molecules (Table 1 through 3) . Perhaps the strongest evidence relates to the presence of a defective or variant HTLV-1 because polymerase chain reaction-based studies by some (but not all) investigators suggest that over 90% of patients harbor HTLV-1 pol and/or tax sequences, even though the vast majority of these individuals test negative for antibodies to HTLV-1 .'"'-*' Finally, MF represents a disease with fairly well-delineated stages of clinical progression and is easily managed during its early phases. Therefore, future studies should also be aimed at elucidating the molecular and biologic changes driving evolution. For personal use only. on November 11, 2017 . by guest www.bloodjournal.org From
